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Insights from two major studies



1. Burning land issues in Europe

 Land concentration

 1% of farms control one-fifth of European farmland

 3% of farms control half of European farmland

 75% of farms control a tenth of European farmland

 Land speculation

 In nearly all Member States for which data is available, with the exception of 
Poland and Germany, land sales prices increased between 2000 and 2009, 
with the sharpest rises experienced in Lithuania (+230%),Denmark (+151%), 
Romania (+150%), and Bulgaria (+116%).

 Land artificialisation

 Land grabbing

 Cases of land grabbing reported in Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland 



Key research questions

What is the role of the CAP? 

Can the CAP respond to these burning land issues?

Can the CAP be reformed?

Is the CAP living up to its objectives?



2. The ‘State of the Land’ in Europe today

A story told through infographics









3. What is the role of CAP?



 The distribution of CAP subsidies is problematic:

 Dramatic processes of land concentration within the EU have coincided 
with the concentration of the benefits of CAP subsidy in the hands of 
fewer and bigger land holdings.

 This has played a role in accentuating the structural dualism observed in 
the agrarian structures of a number of countries.

 It is debatable to what extent CAP is fulfilling its intended 
objectives:

 In discussions with DG AGRI, it is claimed that a number of these trends 
are the intended outcome of policy decisions e.g. around land 
consolidation, fostering the competitiveness of EU agriculture, and 
moving towards a converging EU farm model.

 It can be countered that the CAP and current trends discriminate 
against peasant and smallholder farming, are generating a growing 
problem around access to land, and do not live up to the EU’s 
structural goal of a diversified and multifunctional agricultural 
system.



4. CAP 2014-2020: A best case scenario



5. CAP reform within a new land 
policy at EU level

 whereas this unequal distribution of 
farmland is the counterpart of unequal 
distribution of CAP subsidies, as direct 
payments – which account for a large 
proportion of CAP expenditure – are 
mainly made per hectare; 

 Calls on the Member States to focus their 
land-use policies on using available tools 
– such as taxation, aid schemes and CAP 
funding – to maintain a family-farm-
based agricultural model throughout the 
EU; 

 Calls on the Commission to maintain, 
during the development of the draft CAP 
for the period after 2020, measures to 
combat the concentration of agricultural 
land and to develop additional measures 
in support of micro, small and medium-
sized enterprises; 



EU Land Observatory

Public policy restrictions on 

national land markets

Guiding principles on EU land 

governance based on the 

FAO Guidelines on Land 

Tenure



Conclusions

 Europe is faced by a number of burning land issues including land 
concentration, land speculation, land artificialisation, and land 
grabbing.

 Land concentration and the CAP shape and (re)structure each other 
over time: as land becomes concentrated in fewer and larger 
holdings, so the CAP subsidy becomes more concentrated as well.

 Possibilities exist within the current CAP to alleviate some of these 
burning land issues. 

 To truly address these challenges requires situating CAP reform 
within a new approach to land governance in the EU.



THANKS!


